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Air cleaner spacer for quadrajet

Visit us on social media Top Image not availableColor: Image not available Discussion Starter • #1 • May 26, 2008 I wonder if anyone makes an intermediate to raise an air cleaner up from the carburetor to improve airflow? (or 4 air cleaner) · In fact, SBC's hoods with channels came new with such a
mediator. What do you want 4 cleaner? Sounds like a racing thing. You're the best to behave! Mine is 4 . · I run 1 space bar under my air cleaner too. My holley TBI is very short, the gasline holds an air cleaner at the radiator hose and dealer. · that mediator is a good way to kill some airflow. and, yes,
there is a 14X4 element available– at least from Wix, AC Delco, and Purolator, anyway. I have one on my Ford truck and monte carlo right now. I don't know the application or part numbers, but it will be the biggest box on the shelf. they even sell one with a wrap around what's on some HD truck
application. · I run the gasc, turned it down from a piece of aluminum core to a custom size to clear the stuff. · what do you mean by improving airflow? more air or laminar flow, or make better air/fuel charges available at lower speeds? the mediator will not give more air. air cleaner and carbohydrate intake
determine that. Shape and size of the space bar will help laminar flow high speeds such as multi-storey edlebrock rpm collectors, rated 1500+ rpm. benefit, which takes an increase in revolutions to smooth out the airflow. for low-end stuff, a smaller collector volume (without a gasc that would increase
volume) could faster deliver fuel to the engine and be better. intermediate dosers, depending on the material it is made of, can add a benefit heat insulation carb, cooling intake charge. what exactly are you shooting for? · what do you mean by improving airflow? what exactly are you shooting for? He's
looking for a better shape to have air flow to the carb, I think. The air flow from the flat bottom of the cleaner is to take a turn compared to the round bowl-shaped bottom. The more straighter the air flow, the better the carb will do its job. Also, these low hemispherical tops for custom air cleaning don't help
either. They limit the flow of air into the openings of the bowl. Yes, the holley style openings are Bologna cut, but their design is air going into the vent pipes in a straight inlet rather than at an angle. Of course, all of this airhorn design is carb rated SCFM. · what do you mean by improving airflow? more air
or laminar flow, or make better air/fuel charges available at lower speeds? the mediator will not give more air. air cleaner and carbohydrate intake determine that. Shape and size of the space bar will help laminar flow high speeds such as multi-storey edlebrock rpm collectors, rated 1500+ rpm. benefit,
which takes an increase in revolutions to smooth out the airflow. low-end stuff, smaller collector (without an intermediate dose, which would increase the volume) to deliver fuel faster to the engine and be better. intermediate dosers, depending on the material it is made of, can add a benefit heat insulation
carb, cooling intake charge. what exactly are you shooting for? I think you're talking about carb intermediate-to space carb away from the collector. the issue was about air cleaner intermediatecolors to get the lid of the air filter further from the top of the carb. Just putting the gasser there will kill the airflow.
But if you run a longer filter, then moving the lid up away from the top of the carb. he asked about improving airflow carb by doing it. I don't know if there is a lot of power that can be found from doing that, but I think the air cleaner lids with dome shape help the air flow compared to a flat lid, but I kind of
think the effect would be lifted by putting the lid too far above the carb. I only run a longer filter element because I think element 3 just looks goofy, and the 4th element looks tighter. on my Nova, i did some testing on the 1/8th mile track during street night, and i didn't see any difference between stock in
the middle of a 70 snorkel air cleaner, a 14X3 element in my GM drop-based air cleaner, and a 14X4 element in the same lid and base. but i did pick up a wee tiny bit (like 1/100 second and 1/2 mph on a car that got crappy traction at the line and got moved a little differently with me on every run) using
my home made dual snorkel ram air setup. granted, it was a very unscientific test, but I just wanted to see if there was any real difference and didn't notice any. start talking fuel mileage, tho, and dual snorkel ram air setup spanked everything else. · You all make me jealous. I wish I had a -1 space bar so I
had more hood clearance · Discussion Starter • #1 • October 29, 2009 I have a Q-jet with Edelbrock Air Cleaner on it. When the throttle is open, the accelerator rod faces the bottom of the air cleaner and pushes it about 1/4 inch. It looks like the neck to the cleaner is just too short. I'm afraid if I try to pit a



cleaner that much it warp it where it doesn't stamp on the carb gasket. I used to see a thick air cleaner for carb gaskets years ago, but haven't seen one lately. Any ideas? Thank you, thank you, not. Discussion Starter • #3 • October 29, 2009 Jack-Thanks! I appreciate the help. It will take care of it. · I had
to use 1/2 intersprases on my Quadrajet to clear the link to 2 drop base. I purchased an assortment pack of O'Reilly's less than one link posted. The one I used is notch in it to clear the upper end of the choke rod. If necessary, I can insert a photo. · hole air cleaner - it is free and will not add any
restrictions like the space bar will be. ifi you have to be careful, you do not warp cleaner base at all. · Air cleaner Try searching for text in e-Bay. · Air cleaner's intermediate os...... Try searching for text in e-Bay. I still say just dent the air cleaner, but if the mediator is going to use it, find one locally. TBI cars
and trucks had 1 or so gaskets, and most stores have mr. gasket air cleaner gaskets in their bling bling section between a small block of Chevy generic chrome valve lids and fart cannon mufflers for import. Delivery to: United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Denmark, Romania, Slovakia, Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Estonia, Australia, Greece, Portugal, Cyprus, Slovenia, Japan, China, Sweden, Korea, South, Indonesia, Taiwan, South Africa, Thailand, Belgium, France, Hong Kong, Ireland, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, Bahamas,
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